Introduction
The possibility of getting the electromagnetic pump effect for an electrolyte -seawater, was analyzed for a parallelepiped canal with rectangular section. It is considered a long enough channel because we have to neglect the end effects, with a rectangular section of S =2 b × 2c, having the walls located in z = ± c plans made of insulated thin material, and the walls located in y = ± b plane made of perfect conductive material (σ = ∞). Outside the channel the medium is ideal ferromagnetic (with permeability of µ Fe = ∞), and a fluid conductor (seawater) with known ε, µ, σ, is running through the channel with the speed v [1] .There is a web of currents at the surface of the conductor fluid. The three-phase wrappings of the inductor can be disposed in two ways, as shown in fig. I . These two types of wrappings are called A and B (type A wrapping -distributed wrapping; type B wrapping -ring wrapping) having different types of boundary condition ( Fig. 1) :
-for the channel with type A wrapping
-for the channel with type B wrapping
In the conductive walls, the tangential component of the intensity of the electric field is null. Under these circumstances, the electromagnetic field in the two channels A and B can be determined [2] . DOI: 10.1515/kbo-2016-0089
The electromagnetic field calculation in type A and B wrapping
• Type A wrapping -distributed wrapping. For the calculation of the electromagnetic field the constants 1 C and 2 C are determined considering the limit conditions, solving the system: 
Results:
The component on the OX axis of the magnetic inductor is:
[ ] Using the relation (6) the current density is determined:
[ ] 
, 0
3. The calculation of forces, power and efficiency in the type A and B wrapping channel.
• Type A wrapping -distributed wrapping.
For the medium density forces x f and z f are obtained the following expression: 
of variables α, s and c', the equation (16) becomes:
It is shown that the force 
It's shown that the theoretic efficiency of the change of the electromagnetic field in mechanical energy is η= v/v 0 = 1-s.
• Type B wrapping -ring wrapping. For the medium density forces x f and z f the following expression are obtained: is given by the following equation [3] : The medium resultant perpendicular the moment direction is null. The sub pressure at the channel limits z = ± c as far as the axial plan is concerned z = 0 is: 
Conclusions
Taking into account the studied theoretical model, we searched the possibility for obtaining the electromagnetic pump effect (hydroelectromagnetic thruster), for seawater as electrolyte, having σ = 5 S/m in a parallelepiped channel with the rectangular section, having three-phasic wrapping type "A".
Analyzing the expression of the traction force obtained by using the hydroelectromagnetic propeller with seawater the following conclusions imposed on:
• The value of the electromagnetic traction power is proportional with the effective square value of J So 2 ;
• The traction electromagnetic power with important values can be obtained only in parallelepiped channel with the width much more bigger than the inductor height;
• If the dimensions of the linear inductor increase λ = 2τ × p then more increases for the traction power F x .
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